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n London's Dorchester Hotel, Michael Fassbender
comes face to face with his own image. A large
cardboard-backed still from Ridley Scott's Prometheus
is propped up by a wall, in which Swedish star Naomi
Rapace is flanked by newcomer Logan Marshall-Green
and a blonde-haired Fassbender. He winces at the
sight of his dyed locks. "That was Ridley's idea," he says.
"I thought I looked a bit scary. But it was perfect for David.
the character." Fassbender's co-star in Prometheus. Charlize
Theron. was far more forgiving when it came to his hair. "He
looks very sexy with the blonde hai1. We called him Rock Of
Seagulls all the time," she laughs to Filmlnk in Los Angeles.
After his multi-award-winning role in Steve McOueen's
S/Jame. not to mention his work for Steven Soderbergh
!Haywire) and David Cronenberg IA Dangerous A4ethod),
there can be no doubt that Fassbender has dominated the
film world in the past few months. Likewise. his co-sta1s
- the aforementioned Charlize Theron and Naomi Rapace have been on cinemagoers minds' lately, through their roles
in. respectively. Young Adult and Sherlock Holmes: A Game
Of Shadows. But even this in-demand trio must feel dwarfed
when it comes to Prometheus. Ridley Sco11's return to a
genre that he last tackled with the seminal 1982 film Blade
Runner. it's also the director's homecoming to the franchise
that he started ott in 1979: Alien.
While Prometheus is set prior to that sci-fi benchmark.
there still remains much conjecture - even between those
involved with the project - as to how the film relates to
the Alien franchise. "It's not an Alien prequel." Fassbender
clarifies. "It's got tributary links. You'll recognise things in
it. but it's gone down a different path. What we thought
we knew is nothing. It's going to be a whole new world
within the Alien family. It's a totally different area that was
overlooked by the cha1acte1s in the original Alien films. They
didn't realise what was at play in the greater scheme of
things. so they get introduced to this."
When Filmlnk puts the prequel question to Charlize
Theron. the actress lets out a big laugh. "We're not lying to
you! You're like. 'They'1 e lying to me! Tell me the truth!'" she
laughs. "Ridley's not lying to you. He's telling the truth. It's
not a prequel. It's a stand-alone story. It really, truly is. It has
the flavour of the Alien movies. but it's not a prequel."
Though Promelheus may not be a prequel in the strictest
sense of the te1m - Sigourney Weaver ·s iconic heroine.
Ripley, will be nowhere in sight, and even the presence
of face-huggers and the ferocious aliens themselves is
perhaps highly unlikely- there are absolutely strong,
undeniable connections with the Alien franchise. Co-writer
Damon Lindelof - who worked on the TV series. Lost.
and was a producer on J.J. Abrams· Star Trek. as well as
the screenwriter of Cowboys & Aliens - was brought on
board Prometheus with the express task of making those
connections more interesting and less obvious. "I continue
to look at myself as a fan who happens to. on occasion.
get professionally employed to write fan fiction," the highly
engaging Lindelof laughs to Filmlnk on the line from LA. "In
this case. I was aware that Ridley Scott had announced that
he was going to be returning to theAlien universe. There was
talk that it was anAlien prequel. At the time. I didn't know
quite where things were with it. I was driving my car about a
month after we finished working on Lost. and I gal a call fiom
my agent saying. JI.re you available to talk to Ridley Scott in
five minutes?' After nearly crashing, I answered 'absolutely."'
When Lindelof wrapped up his conversation with Ridley
Scott (in which the director enigmatically intoned. 'Tm
sending you a script. There's a lot of good in it, but I'm
curious to hear what you think about it"), he'd officially begun
his journey on Prometheus. the rumoured Alien prequel that
he'd heard about. A couple of days later. a script written
by Jon Spaihts (who penned the recent alien invasion flick.
The Darkest Hour) arrived on Lindelof's doorstep. "I agreed
with Ridley," the screenwriter says. while obviously wary
of trashing a colleague's work. "Parts of the script were in
fact very good. but I got the sense that everybody wanted
to move the material into slightly less predictable territory.

When you're doing a movie prequel. there is a sense of
inevitability. You know that young Anakin is going to turn to
the dark side. You know that the dog is going to get infected
with The Thing. Maybe there was a way to th1ead the needle
and come up with a story that was a little less inevitable. but
that still services all these incredible science fiction elements
that Ridley Scott introduced all those years ago."
The question is. was the 'P: word actually used on
set? Fassbender raises his eyebrow. "Arsehole?" he grins.
"Apricot?" No. "Alien." Did it feel like he was in an Alien film?
"Not really," Fassbender replies. "We didn't deal with any of
that. It was more, what sorl of world we wanted to create."
Inspired by what he read in Jon Spaihts' original script
- and reminded of the profound effect that seeing Ridley
Scott's Blade Runner for the first time had had on him Lindelof saw Prometheus as a potential platform to ask bigger
questions than are often voiced in big budget. mainstream
studio science fiction films. "I told Ridley that I thought there
was a way to infuse anAlien story- and the Alien franchise
seems to be action and horror driven - with the Blade
Runner thematic." the screenwriter says. "Blade Runner
might not have done well when it first came out. but people
are still talking about it because it was infused with all these
big ideas. Ridley was also talking about very big themes in
Prometheus. It was being driven by people who wanted the
answers to huge questions. But I thought that we could do
that without ever getting too pretentious. Nobody wants
to see a movie where people are floating around in space
talking about the meaning of life, you know? But I thought
that maybe there could be a happy medium. and Ridley
seemed very excited about that idea. That was already
present in Jon Spaihls' original script, and Ridley just wanted
to bring it up more. So we tried to do that dance. and we'll
see how well it turns out."

Like Lindelof. Fassbender is careful with his words. for
the plot-points of the film are still top secret. "It's the best
way to release a film like this," the actor says. "If things
are revealed. it's not going to be fun for any of the really
hardcore sci-fi fans. who want to discover things when they
watch it. It is very different to the world that we've been
introduced to in Alien. And we realise that's only a small part
of the whole universe that those aliens came from. So it's
important to keep that mystery"
The title - referring to the Greek myth of Prometheus.
who stole fire from Zeus to give to the mortals - offers a clue
to where Sco11·s film will take us. "We start off the film in
some caves on Earth, where they find these hieroglyphics.
these paintings that are from thousands of years ago,"
explains Fassbender. "And the idea is: was there an outside
influence in the creation of Man? That's a big theme of the
piece: Man's ambition to get informaGon from our c1eators.
and also to challenge them."
Flom this starting-oft point. we join the crew of the ship
Prometheus - led by Naomi Rapace's Elizabeth Shaw and
Fassbender's David, a humanoid- who are heading out on
a journey to the darkest corners of the universe. Of course.
that automatically recalls the vibe of Scott's original Alien
film. when the likes of Sigourney Weaver. John Hurt. and Ian
Holm boarded the Nostrorno. "A group of people are setting
off fo1a mission. which is the common objective .. .but
then each and every one of them have their own individual
objectives." Fassbende1says. "That's what's really intelligent
about the script: there's an underlying buildup of tension.
and there's a sinister quality to it. Each person has their own
wants and gains in the scenario that they're in. If you send
five astronauts into space. in a claustrophobic environment.
making sure the personalities blend is essential. You don't
want rifts happening in space. and tension developing."
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Also in the mix is Charlize Theron's Meredith Vickers. a
controlling, management-type who looks suspiciously like
the villain of the piece. "That's not uue," the actress smiles.
"I'm not a villain." She does. however. get what could turn
out to be one of sci-fi cinema's great introductory scenes,
as her character is first seen doing st1enuous push-ups...
in the nude. 'Tm pretty much naked," Theron reveals. "I've
got a Band-Aid on. It's ridiculous space-gear. Only Ridley
could get me lo do that. But il made sense. and it was a
great introduction to the character which I liked, otherwise I
wouldn't have done it. It's the first time that you see her. so
it's kinda like. 'Wow! What is that?! ' You hear this g1unting.
and it's this woman doing push-ups in barely anything. and
she's just militant about it. It was a really powerful first
image for a character." Did she prepare for those push-ups?
"No. but I probably should have. because by Take Four. I was
like, 'I can't do any more."' Theron laughs.
According to initial reports. however. Theron initially felt
that her character "wasn't very fleshed out." How much
input did she have in the role. and how much did it change
when she came aboard? "It's no ditterent to any movie
that I've been a part of:' the actress replies. "It's bizarre
because it was reported in a weird way this time round. so it
sounds very different. Any time that I say yes to something.
I like being collaborative. I like working with people who
want to be collaborative, and we we1e ve1y open about my
character. It's very rare that an actor gets a script and they
go and do that movie...it's very, very rare. It's also very
unwise. You should utilise the people that come to the party,
and then have the project just keep growing from there. So it
was very much just that. We talked. and then Damon came
back with an amazing character. It wasn't like. 'Do a rewrite
otherwise I won't do it' or anything like that. It was more
that I saw some potential and Ridley saw some potential. so

we went back and we fussed it a little bit."
Fassbender's humanoid character of David, meanwhile.
was apparently less of an issue. and follows in the tradition
of Ian Holm {who played cyborg Ash in Alien) and Lance
Henriksen (who featuied as the android, Bishop, in the 1986
sequel. Aliens). As it happens. Fassbender didn't go back to
either film in preparation for Prometheus. "I watched Blade
Runner instead," the actor offe1s, "although obviously Rutger
Hauer's humanoid is much ditterent to the one that I was
playing. But I just wanted to take a look at that." Curiously,
his inspiration came from a very unexpected sowce: the
Olympic diver. Greg Louganis. "For some reason, it reminded
me of watching the Olympics," says Fassbender. "I was a
child. and I remember Greg Louganis walking along the high
diving board, and it was quite unusual. Then on reflection,
you think of somebody who is very economic with their
movement. and very practical. If he uses any muscle in
his body, it's there for a reason. So I thought that might
uanslate quile interestingly to the robot."
tt that nails the physicality of David. Fassbender admits
that he was also playing with the notion that technology was
not as advanced as in the later-set Alien films. "You think
about how far they've developed humanoids at that point in
time... he says. "I like the idea of programming something
to respond and react like a human, so therefore il does start
to programme itself. and human personality traits start to
bleed into it. So. does ego form. do insecurities form. in the
robot mind or hear t. if there is one? I Uied to work within
those lines."
Just two-years-old when Alien came out in the cinemas.
it took Fassbender a few years before he encountered it.
"I saw it at home, on video cassette." he recalls. Even so,
actually walking into Scott's world for Prometheus was
something else. "I've never been on sets like that before.
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and probably will never be on them again. because it's all
actually built The whole thing 1s there. It's not like slllnding
.ir,i .lr~w cJ c x1ee.~. ir~ ,\'rJe.•e: l'S\11 t.i1~ .'t\\~.~ .~. a\W .~J Jell'
visceral. R1dley's anention to deta,1 is ama1111g. down to the
dust on a shelf. or the props. or the suggestions that he gives
to you as an actor."
Though a big budget Hollywood stuoo movie (with au
that that implies) and a new entry 1n one of sci·fi's most
well-loved series. what loomed laigest over the project
was. indeed. Ridley Scon himsett An admined "fan·bov".
Damon Lindelof doesn't hesitate when filmlnk asks for his
thoughts on the Oscar w111n111Q director of Gladl!iltor. Thelma
El Louise and Black Hawk Down. "He's completely and totafty
unaffected by the 'Hollywood' of 11 all." the writer says. "He's
ve1y honest and down to eanh. He tells you exactly what
he's thinking. He has an 1nc1ed1ble sense of humour. He's
vastly p1oficient in the language of film. Very often. I would

find myself just tlying to get Ridley to talk about other mov1es
or movies that he's made as sort of my own private DVD
t~~Wll'j( ,f!e-J,~'§1 iJ p.•t}. ~.Q ,I ~J ~19 A\le.1!!.iQ jail'§. ,I
will not have any energy...I w~I be lazy and content to rest
on my laurels.· Lindelof laughs. "Ridley has ten t1111es more
energy than I do. He is very pass10nate. That's what powers
him."
Also a big fan of Ridley Scott's work (1 love Blade
Runner. I love Amet1can Gangster. I even hke the ones that
people don't like1. Charize Theron was far horn disappointed
when she finally got to work with hm. "He knows exactly
the movie that he wants to make. and he knows exactly the
story that he wants to tell." the actress says. "When I watch
his movies. I see an innate understanding of the human
condition. Many directors make big movies. but they don't
understand people. Then you have directo1s who don't have
the visual eye. but they have an innate understanding of the

human condition. and they make small movies. I rke directors
who can do both of those 1n a way where they feel bigger
~ lO\t.\RI ,\\lef Jee.WW c§pi'.~ lt}. "
Fassbender dearly got on with his director too. There's
already talk that Scott was so impressed with the actOl
that he oow wants hin for his next film. The Counselor.
based on a scnpt by No Coun(JY For Old Men author. Cormac
McCanhy. On his part, Fassbender was impressed with
Scott's ability to "work with each depanment. so closely. so
collaboratively, and so precisely," he says. "You see the csew
work. and they come with such wilrlflgness to bring the best
that they can to work. and rt's not coming from a place of
fear. It's coming from a place of inspiration."
Despite often appearing brusque and bullish in
inte1views. Scott - who shot Prometheus in Iceland. Spain.
Scotland and Pinewood Studios in England - was far from
tyrannical on set. "In a way, we were all kind of Ridley's

kids." Theron reveals. "We were ready to jump off the
building for him. I had fun working on this film. Michael
Fassbender is one of the funniest guys chac I've ever been
around mmy entire life. He was the jokester on the set.
and I'm a little bit of that too. I hate when things get too
serious. There's a lot of waiting on these kinds of movies. I
came from Young Adult. which we shot in thirty days. We
didn't have trailers. and we were always working. I love
that. I have to learn a sense of patience though. because
that's just not how you make movies like Prometheus.
There's a lot of sitting around. and I'm not very good at that.
Michael Fassbender was like my buddy next door. It was
like we were in a dorm together. and Noemi was down on
the corner. and we'd kind of pass each other's rooms. and
we'd be like kids in a dormitory. 'What are you doing? What
are you doing?l' It was a really fun crew. We'd just chat
or listen to music. Michael loves to watch people fall on
YouTube. We did a lot of that."
Though not party lo the actors' shenanigans on set,
Damon Lindelof - who also serves as an executive producer
on the him - was there for brief periods on set. but when
filmlnk asks him for some insight on the film's visuals (and
particularly the balance being found between CGI and more
traditional sets). the screenwriter snickers mildly. 'Tm going
to be ve1y vague there because the look of the film will be
very surprising to people." he says cryptically. "I will say that
Ridley shot the film in 3-D. It's not a conversion. Watching
him work in that medium for the first time Wds [ke giving an
artist that's only used charcoal a set of paints and saying.
'You Cdll paint with colOUI if you Wdnt.' It was l'ke watching a
kid in a candy store. The look of the fim was really imponant
to Ridley, especially considering that the first movie was done
all practically, apan from a few matte paintings. They did
not shoot the movie on an alien planet. contrary to popular
beliefl But certa'nly an the cseature effects were rendered
practicaly. That alien is just as scary now as it was in 1979.
It doesn't look cheap or cheesy or fake. I hope that this movie
can live up to the same aesthetic."
l.rving up to that aesthetic. and indeed the weight of the
entire Alien hanchise - no matte1how tenuous the links

allegedly are - is one of the biggest things confronting the
makers of Prometheus. As with any science fiction film, the
internet has been t1ck1ng over with interest in the film. "It's
absolutely terrifying." Lindelof laughs when Filmlnk asks him
about the weight of expeciation hoveiing above the fim.
"On the one side of the coin. when you oet the opponunitv
to work on something like this w~h someone that you
worshipped and someone wno 1s responsible tor making you
want to be a filnvnaker yourself. it feels l'ke a dream come
true. On the other side of that co11. there's just an enormous
amo111t of pressure. There was the pressure that I would
cisappoint Ridley, and then the pressure that the fans would
be disappointed. Hthis movie is incred'ble and everybody
loves it. Ridley will get all of the accla m and deservedly so.
but if they don't like". I'm going to get some blame for 11!
When "'s my own thing. Ike Lost. I'm okay with that. I'll take
complete and total responsibility. But v."1en you are playing
in someone else's world. you have to treat the material with
a g1eat deg1ee of 1everence. You can't please everyone all
the time. but at the end of the day. we are all fans. At the
end of the day. you say. 'Would I want to see this movie?'
Well. I definitely want to see this movie. and that's the only
barometer that I can answer to."
Cha1lize The1on also wants to be in the audience for the
filst sc1eening of Promcthcus. "I'm a fan of these films."
the actress says. "and I really loved where this story went.
I haven't seen the film, so I hope that it's eve1ything that
we all thought that it would be. Thematically, it asks big
questions.. .it's just Ridley at his best. I don't know how else
to describe it."
And what about man-of-the-moment. Michael
Fassbender? Does he think that Promctheus could be Ridley
Scott's 2001: A Space Odyssey? "Ye.ih, I think it 1s." the
actor nods. "When these sci-fi pieces work best. there is
something more at work there. fike you see in something like
Blade Runner. You ckaw the audience in with real complex
characters. And then there's this philosophical theme around
it. and then you have the fantasy. So "'s a complete piece. as
opposed to set-pieces. actoo scenes and spaceships.·
One th'ng is certain: Promelhcus is going to be a lot more
than just that. ..

Prometheus is released
on June 7. •

